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It is shown that there exist 2” non-isomorphic group topologies on the real line, 
among them 2” are non-locally compact, NO are compact (connected), K. are 
locally compact and compactly generated. We also give some characterizations of 
the usual topology among group topologies on the real line. 
1. INTR~DLJ~TI~N 
How many different group topologies does R have? The are two possible 
ways to say group topologies F, and KZ on R are different: they could be 
distinct (if the identity mapping from (R, K,) onto (R, g2) is not 
homeomorphic) or they could be non-isomorphic (if there does not exist a 
topological isomorphism from (R, gr) onto (R, &)). Our main result 
(Section 2) shows either interpretation yields the same answer: there are 2” 
of them. Along the same line one could ask further how many of these 
topologies share any of the favorite properties (such as compactness, connec- 
tedness or metrizabilities) that one studies in topology. Some of these 
questions are answered in Section 3. The final section is devoted to charac- 
terizing the usual topology .% among the vast numbers of group topologies 
on R. 
2. CARDINAL NUMBER OF GROUP TOPOLOGIES ON R 
A convenient way of introducing a group topology on an arbitrary 
(untopologized) group is to pull back the group topology that is known to 
exist on its isomorphic image. Therefore we are led to the consideration: find 
abelian groups that are isomorphic to R. Motivated by a surprising question 
(and its solution) in the American Mathematical Monthly [4, p. 4471 that 
asks the readers to show R and C are isomorphic as additive abelian groups, 
we obtain 
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THEOREM 1. Let V be a non-zero vector space over R with algebraic 
dimension dim, V < c. Then V and R are isomorphic as abelian groups. 
Proof: Fix an algebraic basis B for V over R and an algebraic basis H 
for R over Q. Then every vector in V can be expressed as a (finite) linear 
combination of elements in the set A = {hb ( h E H, b E B} with rational 
coefftcients. Since the cardinal number of A < c . c = c equals the cardinal 
number of H, we conclude that V and R are isomorphic as vector spaces 
over Q; thus V and R are isomorphic as abelian groups. 
Making use of Theorem 1, it is clear that any group topology and in 
particular any vector space topology on a non-zero vector space V over R 
with dim, V < c will induce a group topology on R. Thus if we let V be the 
Euclidean n-space, then (due to the invariance of domain [3, p. 3591: R” and 
R” are not homeomorphic whenever m # n) different n will induce non- 
isomorphic locally compact group topologies on R. Moreover, if we allow an 
infinite dimensional V to equip with Hausdorff vector space topologies, then 
R is induced with group topologies which are necessarily non-locally 
compact in view of the theorem of Riesz [ 11, p. 1551: every locally compact 
Hausdorff topological vector space over R is finite dimensional. 
From this remark we proceed to establish the main result. 
THEOREM 2. There are precisely 2 2C distinct group topologies on R. 
Proof: It is obvious that the number of (group) topologies on R is 
bounded by 22c since each topology on R is a subset of the power set of R. 
To see that this number is exactly 22c, we will show that there exist 22c 
distinct locally convex Hausdorff vector space topologies on c,, the real 
vector space of all null sequences. Since c, has algebraic dimension c, there 
correspond 22c distinct group topologies on R. 
Indeed, first we recall that the algebraic dimension of co* (the algebraic 
dual of cO) is precisely 2’ according to a theorem of Erdos and Kaplansky 
[ 11, p. 761: if V is a real vector space of dimension d > No, then P has 
dimension 2d. Note that (I$, c,) constitutes a dual pair of vector spaces. 
Using the relation ((a,,), (b,)) = 2 anbn for (a,) E 1, (the space of all real 
summable sequences) and (6,) E c,, we may identity 1, with a linear 
subspace of c$ so that (I,, co) also forms a dual pair of vector spaces. Hence 
for any vector subspace W of c$ such that 1, c W c c$, (W, co) forms a dual 
pair. 
How many such W can one find? To see this, we tix an algebraic basis B 
for 1, and extend B to an algebraic basis D for I$. For each subset S of D 
containing B, let W, be the subspace spanned by S. Then { W, ) B c S c D) 
consists of 22L distinct subspaces since (D( = 2’and (a( = c. 
Now, each such subspace W, induced the weak topology o(c,,, W,) on c,,, 
and the corresponding locally convex Hausdorff topologies a(~,, W,) (bona 
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fide group topologies on c,,) are distinct for different S’s, since the 
topological dual of cO[o(cO, IV,)] is exactly Ws (recall that if (M, N) is a 
dual pair of vector spaces, then N coincides with the topological dual of 
M[a(M, IV)]). Thus there are 22C distinct group topologies on c, and the proof 
is completed. 
LEMMA 3. Let C’ be a family of group topologies on R and let C denote 
the family which contains one topology out of each equivalence class on c’ 
for the equivalence relation: K, N K2 ifs (R, E,) is topologically isomorphic to 
(R, K2). Suppose that IC’I = 22: Then ) ‘jJ = 22C [9, Theorem 2.41. 
Proof: Since there are at most IRR ] = 2’ group automorphisms of R, it 
follows that each equivalence class has at most 2’ elements. Thus we have 
theinequality22c=)C’(~2c.ICI,andsothat22‘~ICI,i.e.,(C(=2’: 
With the help of the above lemma, we can sharpen our result of 
Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 4. There are exactly 2“ non-isomorphic group topologies on 
R. 
COROLLARY 5. There are precisely 22t non-isomorphic non-locally 
compact group topologies on R. 
Proof. Since dim, cO = co, none of the 22c locally convex Hausdorff 
topologies on cO constructed in the proof of Theorem 2 is locally compact. 
Lemma 3 concludes the proof. 
Actually, an assertion more general than Theorem 4 is known. Using the 
concept of valuation Kiltinen has shown in [9, p. 33 ] the following theorem: 
there are exactly 22C non-isomorphic field topologies on R. However, our 
proof uses methods in topological vector spaces-techniques rarely used in 
topological groups. 
3. CARDINAL NUMBERS OF PARTICULAR GROUP TOPOLOGIES ON R 
In 1944 Halmos [6, p. 8771 showed R has a compact group topology. 
Here is an outline of his construction. First we recall the following conse- 
quence of the Pontryagin duality theorem: if G is a discrete or compact 
abelian group, then G is divisible if and only if the character group of G is 
torsion-free [8 (24.23)). Note that when equipped with the discrete topology 
the additive group Q of rationals has a compact character group G, . Since Q 
is divisible and torsion-free, it follows that G, is also divisible and torsion- 
free; therefore G, can be regarded as a vector space over Q. Since each 
character on Q is uniquely determined by its values on ( l/n ( n E N} and 
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there are as many as c of them, it follows that the maximal number of 
linearly independent characters (over Q) in G, is precisely c. Thus G, can be 
regarded as a vector space over Q with algebraic dimension equal to c and so 
G, and R are isomorphic as abelian groups; consequently R can be equipped 
with the induced compact topology. 
Using this idea, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6. There are exactly KO non-isomorphic compact Hausdorfl 
abelian groups each having R as the underlying group. 
Proof Step 1. There are at least K,, such topological groups. 
Once we find one compact group topology for R as stated before this 
theorem, we can construct many more. For example, the character group, 
say, G, of Q x Q (with discrete topology) also has the property of being 
divisible, torsion-free and compact. Although both G, (the character group 
of Q as stated before this theorem) and G, are algebraically isomorphic to R 
as abelian groups, G, and G, are non-isomorphic topological groups since 
their respective character groups Q and Q x Q are non-isomorphic (regarded 
as torsion-free groups they have different ranks). Similarly, for each positive 
integer n, Q” with discrete topology will have a compact character group G,, 
no two of which are topologically isomorphic. Thus step 1 is proved. 
Step 2. There are at most Ho such topological groups. 
We need the following result due to Kakutani [8 (24.27)]. Let G be an 
infinite discrete abelian group with compact character group X. Then 
(X/=2 . I” Now for each compact Hausdorff group topology &? on R, the 
character group r of (R, @?) is torsion-free and divisible since R is torsion- 
free and divisible. Thus as a vector space over Q, r has dimension <K,, by 
Kakutani’s theorem above. Since the discrete character group of any 
compact group which is algebraically isomorphic to R has dimension <<EC, 
(as a vector space over Q), we conclude that there are at most EC, non- 
isomorphic compact abelian groups each having R as the underlying group. 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 7. There are precisely No non-isomorphic compact 
connected Hausdorfl group topologies on R. 
ProoJ This follows from the fact that each compact abelian divisible 
group is connected. [8 (24.25)] 
THEOREM 8. There are exactly #,, non-isomorphic locally compact and 
compactly generated Hausdorfl abelian groups each having R as the 
underlying group. 
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Proof: In view of Theorem 6, it sufftces to prove that there are at most 
countably many such non-isomorphic groups. 
According to the structure theory of locally compact and compactly 
generated abelian groups [8 (9.8)], every such group G is of the form G = 
H x R” x Zm, where n, m are non-negative integers and H a compact abelian 
group. Since IGJ = c, it follows that 1 HI < c. With the same argument as 
Theorem 6, step 2, we see that there are at most EC,, such H; consequently the 
cardinal number of the set of all such G’s is at most EC,. 
Since every connected locally compact group topology on R is compactly 
generated, we obtain the corollary below. 
COROLLARY 9. There are exactly No non-isomorphic connected locally 
compact Hausdorff abelian groups each having R as the underlying group. 
A summary of results in Sections 2 and 3: there are 2” non-isomorphic 
group topologies on R, among them 2” are non-locally compact, &, are 
compact (necessarily connected), EC,, are locally compact and compactly 
generated and No are locally compact and connected. The following question 
remains open to us: what is the cardinal number of all non-isomorphic 
locally compact Hausdorff group topologies on R? 
4. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF THE USUAL TOPOLOGY AMONG 
GROUP TOPOLOGIES ON R 
From Section 2 we know the number of group topologies on R is large. It 
is natural to ask: what is so particular about the usual topology % on R? 
The aim of this section is to give some characterizations of the usual 
topology among group topologies on R. 
In 196 1, Chu [2. Theorem 21 gave one such characterization (the 
statement below is a specialization of his result). Let g be a connected 
locally compact group topology on R satisfying: (1) R contains a non-trivial 
cyclic subgroup H and a g-compact subset K such that R = H + K. (2) R 
contains no K-compact subgroup except 0. Then (R, K) is topologically 
isomorphic to (R, P). 
We observe that Chu’s theorem as stated in this way has a particularly 
simple proof: Every connected locally compact abelian group (again 
appealing the structure theorem for help) has the form R” X F for some 
compact group F and non-negative integer n. Condition (2) forces F = {O}. 
But then condition (1) says each point of the group is within a bounded 
distance (the diameter of the compact set) away from a straight line (the 
one-dimensional linear subspace spanned by the generator of the cyclic 
group). Thus both conditions hold only if n = 1. 
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Now we give some other characterizations of (R, P) among group 
topologies on the real line. 
It is clear that the usual group topology on R distinguishes from the 
Euclidean topologies on R” (n > 1) in possessing 
Prope@ (D): R\{x) is disconnected for each x E R. 
Our characterizations of (R, U) in the sequel deal with this property. 
THEOREM 10. Let & be a connected and locally compact group topology 
on R having property (D). Then (R, a) is topologically isomorphic to (R, %). 
Proof: (R, 4?) is topologically isomorphic to R” x F for some non- 
negative integer n and some compact abelian group F (as in the proof of 
Chu’s result above). We claim that F = {O}. Indeed, suppose b E a(0 j; then 
for any arbitrary pair of points (r, a) and (s, c) in R” x F\{(O, O)} we can 
always find a connected subset (namely, (r} x FUR, X (b) U (s) X F) 
containing both of them, contrary to property (D). Thus (R, B) is in fact 
topologically isomorphic with R”. Another application of property (D) 
forces n = 1, i.e., (R, K) is topologically isomorphic to (R, 9) as desired. 
THEOREM 11. Let d be a connected and locally connected group 
topology on R having property (D). Then (R, g) is topologicaily isomorphic 
to (R, %). 
In order to prove Theorem 11, we need the following definition and 
lemma. 
DEFINITION. [5] A cut point x of a connected topological space X is a 
point such that fl{x} is disconnected. A cut point x is said to be a strong 
cut point of X if, moreover, X\{x) consists of exactly two components. 
LEMMA 12. Let 8 be a connected group topology on R having property 
(D). Then 
(1) K is Hausdorfl, 
(2) R” = R\{O} h as exactly two components and so each point of R is 
a strong cut point of (R, g) [ 1, Chap. V, Sect. 3, Exercise 41. 
Proof. (1) By property (D), R* can be expressed as the union of two 
disjoint nonvoid open sets V and W in the relative topology. Since 0 = 
(R*n r)n(R*n @)=R*n(pn w), it follows that vn @=0 or {O). 
Suppose vn w=QL Then either VU w= R or {O} = R\(rU m would 
make & disconnected, a contradiction. Thus {0) = Bf7 E is a closed set and 
so (R, a) is Hausdorff. 
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(2) Let V be a non-empty proper closed and open subset of R”. It 
follows from (1) above that V is open in R and v= VU (O}. We now 
proved that r is connected, i.e., the only open and closed subset U in v are 
0 and v itself. Indeed, if 0 G U then U is open (since it is open in V) and 
closed (since it is closed in v) subset in R; thus U = 0. If 0 E U, then 
V\V = VTU is open and closed in R and so V\U = 0, i.e., U = I? Thus v is 
connected in (R, K). 
Now choose any connected components A and B of V and R*\V, respec- 
tively. We shall prove that -B c A. (This forces A to be the only connected 
component of V.) In fact, since B-A is a connected subset of R* containing 
-A (note that 0 E B since B is a non-empty proper open and closed subset 
of R*), it follows that -A = B-A. Interchanging the roles of A and B, we 
have -B =x- B. Thus B c A. We conclude that V = A, R*\V = B and 
they are exactly the two components of R*. 
At this stage we remark that in the special case that & is separable, we 
may complete the proof of Theorem 11 by applying Lemma 12 to Franklin 
and Krishnarao’s theorem (a separable, connected and locally connected 
regular space in which each point is a strong cut point is homeomorphic to 
(R. P) [5 1) and Scheinberg’s theorem (two homeomorphic locally compact 
and connected abelian groups are topologically isomorphic 112. 
Theorem 1 I). 
Proof of Theorem 11 
According to Theorem 10, it suffices to prove that (R, !F) is locally 
compact. Indeed, we will apply two results below. 
(a) Result of Kok in [ 10, Theorem 11: In a connected Hausdorff space 
X, each point being a strong cut point is equivalent to the following con- 
dition 
(S’): for any three given distinct points x,, x2, x3 E X, one of them, 
say. .Y,, separates the other two, i.e., -y2 and x2 lie in different components of 
x\+, I. 
(b) Result of Wattel in [ 13 1: For a connected T, topological space 
satisfying condition (S’) as above, local connectedness and local 
compactness are equivalent. 
lt follows from Lemma 12 that (R, a) is Hausdorff and each point of R is a 
strong cut point of (R, g). Using the results stated above, we conclude that 
(f?, F) is locally compact and so topologically isomorphic to (R, 2Y). 
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